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Gone is a four letter word and your gone with nothing
to string me along
The weight of a joke can be strong but what can I say I
was wrong
Just a five letter word but so strong somebody sing me
a song
And make every note weigh a ton to bury me down till
I'm gone

Cause these words they don't mean a thing cause I
learned
It's all just a wonderful scheme designed to confuse
you and me
A beautiful dream indeed but we a two letter word but
surely
A meaning that most of us see so why do we need to
believe

I'm just wondering what do you think
I'm just asking what do you mean
Cause I been using political means
To stay on the scene see what you mean
I'm just dancing into your dream I wanna believe

When we were young a story was gold and the lines
were more than paper and fold
But the professor he told me it so deconstructing every
word complaining it's all just
Absurd well how do we know what he means if it's all
just a beautiful dream

I'm just wondering what do you think
I'm just asking what do you mean
Cause I been using political means
To stay on the scene see what you mean
I'm just dancing into your dream I wanna believe

It's all just a beautiful lie so take it in stride
And if there's nothing to say why can't we wait
It's all just a beautiful lie so take it in stride
And if there's nothing to say why can't we wait
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My words are broken on the ground I'm down on my
knees searching for leads
Your eyes are speaking for you now I know what they
say I know what they say
And though it might be raining down it's perfectly clear
perfectly clear
I know you mean

Just please don't end it here just please don't end it
here
It's all just a beautiful lie so take it in stride
And though I know it's hard to say
Why can't we wait

And if there's nothing to say why can't we wait
Why can't we wait why can't we wait
Just please don't end it here just please don't end it
here
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